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July, 2016 InFRE Update: The CRC® Exam is Now Offered via
Computer Based Testing
retirement-insight.com/july-2016-infre-update/

Starting with the July administration of the CRC® comprehensive examination, Candidates will be able to take the
exam at computer based testing centers. InFRE is partnering with PSI and their network of over 300 testing centers
nationwide. Computer based testing provides a more efficient and secure method for exam administration and is
part of a two year effort to enhance the process of becoming CRC® certified.
This change will increase the integrity and efficiency of the CRC® Certification process by:
Bringing the CRC® certification current with industry standards
Instantly providing students with their exam results
Increasing convenient testing locations options for Candidates
Decreasing the risk of exam security breaches.
Exam Rescheduling and Refund Policy
Computer based testing allows InFRE to offer a more Candidate-friendly exam rescheduling and refund policy.
Effective immediately, candidates unable to sit for the CRC® Examination who have paid their exam fee and then
subsequently wish to cancel their Exam Date, may reschedule their exam or request an exam fee refund as follows:
When cancelling an exam two or more days before their scheduled Exam Date, the Candidate may
reschedule their exam for no additional fee or request an exam fee refund, less a $50 processing fee. To
avoid a rescheduling or cancellation fee, the exam must be cancelled by 7pm Eastern Time two days prior to
the scheduled Exam Date.
When the Candidate does not cancel or reschedule their exam two days or more before their scheduled
Exam Date, or when the Candidate does not show for their scheduled exam time, the Candidate may
reschedule their exam after paying a $150 rescheduling fee or request an exam fee refund, less a $150
cancellation fee.
It is the Candidate’s responsibility to know and understand the CRC® eligibility policy as stated in Section 3.1 of the
Certified Retirement Counselor® (CRC®) Program Policies Manual. No refunds will be granted when a Candidate
fails to meet the eligibility requirements.
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How Middle Income Retirees Plan For and Manage Their Risks,
Assets and Spending Decisions in Retirement
retirement-insight.com/how-middle-income-retirees-plan-for-and-manage-their-risks-assets-and-spending-decisions-in-retirement/

By the Society of Actuaries and Mathew Greenwald, PhD, Retirement
Research Expert
Editor’s Note:
Below is an adaptation of the live webinar delivered by Mathew Greenwald
and Cindy Levering of the Society of Actuaries in 2016. Their comments
have been edited for clarity and length.
You can read the summary article below as part of the 2nd Qtr 2016
Retirement InSight and Trends Newsletter. You may also choose to take the
full length course here, worth 1 CRC®, CFP® and/or PACE CE.
Mathew Greenwald, PhD – Retirement
Research Expert

Why has the Society of Actuaries created this body of research over the last 20 years? The complexity of retirement
security is increasing. A lot of defined benefit plans have gone away. Even in the public sector, where benefits are
being pulled back, more responsibility is being put onto American workers for their retirement security.
The lack of financial literacy and lack of planning for the future are big problems. There is less retiree health
coverage so we’ll have to fund more of these costs on our own. Retirement periods are longer. The definition of
retirement is changing. People have to work longer than they expected.
Many baby boomers are not well prepared, as we all know. As the population ages, the needs of the very old
become very important to society and economic stability. Those of us in the sandwich generation are those trying to
also save for retirement. Money that would otherwise go into our own retirement savings might be spent on helping
our family members who are older, because they didn’t have enough savings. There’s also great uncertainty about
the future changes in tax policy, Social Security and Medicare.
The Society of Actuaries’ Post Retirement Needs and Risks Committee (PRNR) was spearheaded by Anna
Rappaport, FSA, ASA back in the late 1990s. The interesting thing about this group is that it is a multidisciplinary
group of individuals from many different walks of professional life who have since then worked together every year
on retirement-risk related research. The overall goal and the research of the PRNR over the last 20 years is to help
us better understand and improve post-retirement risk management, really focusing on those people ages 50 and
older.
Retirees’ Biggest Financial Concerns about Retirement.
Greenwald and Associates has been working with the SOA biannually since 2001 to survey Americans ages 45 to 80
on a variety of issues pertaining to the risks in retirement and concerns in retirement. In 2015 we did an online
survey of 2,233 people that are pre-retired or have retired. To supplement this work in 2015, we did twelve focus
groups with people who have been retired for 15 years.
As background, early on we realized that there was a lack of planning for retirement. The SOA wondered, what were
the implications for that? About three years ago we interviewed people who had been retired for five to ten years,
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and then did a second study to see what happens when people have been retired for at least 15 years. How did they
deal with the shocks that are inevitable to some people at least in retirement?
We went to Chicago, Baltimore, Dallas, and also two locations in Canada, and did focus groups with people who
had assets between $50,000 and $350,000. We focused on people who had defined benefit income of no more than
$2,000 a month. We also realized that we couldn’t invite people who needed long-term care to attend focus groups
because many of them were impaired or frail and couldn’t get there. So we talked to people who were caring for
them, for a total of 15 interviews, 10 in the U.S., five in Canada, who were all familiar with family members who
needed long-term care. Our goals was to learn more about the most common financial shocks they experienced
during the course of their retirement, and how they dealt with them.
So this is the language people who have been retired for at least 15 years use in talking about the shocks of
retirement.
“I’ve had our house upkeep, furnace, and driveway. In the last month I had to spend $2,500 on one expense, $3,600
on another expense. That’s in one month. A couple of years ago my roof went and my furnace went.”
Sometimes people who have been retired for a long time live in houses that they raised their kids in. These are old
houses they’ve been in for a long time.
Another person mentioned,
“I had a very expensive dental bill that I had not planned for. I paid already $3,000 and I’ve just begun. When I built
the house, the warranty was ten years. In the 11th year there was a leak in my bathroom. I’m highly allergic to mold
and it cost me $13,000.”
I’ll comment later, but one of the shocks and most difficult monetarily and in other ways, is having an adult child who
cannot take care of himself or herself. One person mentioned the son has an apartment. “But when he gets sick he
always comes to stay with us to calm him down. He’s there right now at the house. He gets better and then he goes
back and lives his life as best he can. And we are his support not only monetarily but to encourage him to go on.”
When talking about caregiving, they don’t have massive, massive savings but,
“I spent three years researching assisted living in the places that were close to us where we could get back and forth
to them. At first my mom seemed open to it and then she got the actual cost of it. Then she backed out because she
knew wasn’t going to last that long and she was afraid of running out of money. She couldn’t afford the care she
needed.”
When we asked another person about how much her mother had left already after her father needed long-term care
and then died, the amount she had left over was “none”. That’s why she’s doing a reverse mortgage and she was
fortunate to have a house to fall back on.
Key Results of the 2015 Society of Actuaries Biennial Risk Survey
We asked retirees in our sample of over a thousand, “Have you or your spouse/partner experienced any of the
following most commons shocks retirement?” Almost 28% had a major home repair. A quarter had major dental
expenses. One in five had significant out-of-pocket medical prescription costs. Fifteen percent had an illness or
disability. Some ran out of assets. More on that later. Fourteen percent has a sudden loss of the value of savings.
Things happen over the course of retirement.
Of the people who experienced the shock by how much, if at all, did these shocks reduce their level of assets? For a
quarter really nothing perceptible happened. Thirty-six percent had a reduction of less than 25 percent, another 25
percent were reduced 25 to 74 percent, and 14 percent had assets reduced by at least 75 percent. So that’s a little
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over one in five who’s had these shocks reduce their assets by at least a half.
How much did these events among the people who experienced the shock reduce the amount of money they were
able to spend each month? Again, for about three in five it was less than 10 percent. But for 25 percent they had to
reduce their spending by at least a quarter.
So we see that shocks have an impact. When we asked, “How well have you been able to manage with these new
financial constraints?”, 17 percent managed very well and 26 percent managed not too well or not at all well. So this,
in some ways, is a metric, a measurement of the impact of shocks over the course of retirement for people age 80
and below who are not all fully through the retirement period with more shocks yet to come.
Then we asked, “To what extent do you agree that there was something you could’ve done ahead of time to lessen
the financial impact of these shocks?” My view is that there are a considerable number of things that people could
do to lessen the impact of shocks, although many of them should not be surprising and many of them have the
certain risks and can be dealt with in different ways. But 60 percent disagreed that there was anything they could’ve
done ahead of time to lessen the impact of these events, something they feel cannot be planned for.
Results from Focus Groups with Those Retired 15 Years or More
When we also take into account the information the focus groups, there’s a variety of shocks that people face. The
most devastating ones are long-term care and divorce. If you’re going to get divorced, do it before you retire. If you
do it after you retire, you lose half your assets and can sometimes lose the home; there’s no way to recover. Also
having a child with severe needs. It’s not uncommon for a child to need a loan of $5,000 or $10,000 but a child who
cannot take care of themselves at $30,000 – $40,000 a year, is very difficult from a financial and from other points of
view.
Most retirees absorb and adapt to unexpected expenses and do a reasonably good job. If it’s not one of the
devastating ones people basically do fine. Some try to reduce spending to restore the asset cuts, some as we saw a
significant proportion just spend less. Putting this in perspective, this pales to the loss of health or the significant
problem with children have. That affects retirees much more than the financial aspects and we shouldn’t lose sight
of these. But the shocks for a significant portion of the population has significant expense. I said before, many
unexpected expenses can be planned for but people often don’t plan for them.
In terms of caregiving, very few have long-term care insurance, which is one thing that could be planned for. There’s
an effort to care for people at home until the burden becomes too high. The care can run hundreds of thousands of
dollars, and spousal impoverishment is a risk. It’s one thing to run out of money and be the last person in the
household. If you run out of money and you have a spouse that’s alive with many years to go, it’s a different
situation.
Managing Risk in Retirement
When we talk to people about the aspect of what they can do and if they can, for example, use insurance, we hear
things like,
“I thought about it for myself and my wife. It can be disastrously expensive insurance. But then when you looked at
little bit at even buying the insurance, it’s not cheap either. It’s a rock and a hard place.”
In terms of the way people approach the issue, it’s not a structured thing, but you have an idea. I think that’s a good
description of how people deal with planning for risks. They adapt and adjust. They wait and when something
happens they deal with it. It’s not a structured thing, but you have an idea. You know what you’ve got to spend and
you put your money in those places and you work towards that goal. If you don’t use it then you build something else
that you can use.
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As we measure concerns, we see the pre-retirees are, in every case, more concerned than retirees.

When people retire they’re there and they deal with the situation. Major concerns are things that people can’t control
meaning long-term care, inflation, not having enough money to pay for adequate health care, which is kind of
interesting because between Medicare and a good supplemental policy, people have a lot of insurance coverage
there. That’s one thing where there is protection against risks to a significant but not complete expense.
A lower level of concern is not being able to maintain a reasonable standard of living. Still high but lower, is
depleting savings. That is something that people can control but there’s still significant a level of concern. There also
might be a time when you’re incapable of managing your finances. In almost every case, pre-retirees are more
concerned than retirees where it gets down to basically other aspects of retirement, but concerns about finances are
when retirees’ concern gets up to almost the level of pre-retirees.
There is significant amounts of concern with inflation but people, once they’re retired in at least the earlier years,
seem to deal with it reasonably well. They do substitution, they buy chicken not steak. But over the long course of
time it does have a corrosive effect. In low inflation times, in a decade your money will lose about 28 percent of its
value. That’s one thing. That’s in the first decade of retirement. The second decade of retirement, their assets lose
another 28 percent of its value. Now your assets, if you’ve been able to keep them at the same level, are worth half
of what you started with.
We see reasonably high concern about inflation with pre-retirees more concerned than retirees, thinking it will affect
the amount of money they need each year in retirement. When people get there, they adjust.
Risk Management Strategies
The basic way that people deal with risk is they do what they feel they can control the best, which is how much they
save and how much debt they have, and do not use other instruments. It’s interesting in working with advisors in
many cases, because people don’t talk to their advisor about their spending level. That makes it hard to estimate
how much they’re going to need in retirement, for example. That’s sort of a more personal thing.
So below is a list of things that some people do to protect themselves financially for workers after they retire and for
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retirees as they get older.

We see that the main thing they do or plan to do is cut spending, eliminate debt, cut back on spending or save as
much as they can and pay off the mortgage. We also see, in every case, that more pre-retirees plan to do it than
wind up doing it.
Some sense of moving to a smaller or less expensive area: A lot of pre-retirees plan to postpone taking Social
Security but we see that doesn’t happen when push comes to shove. The majority plan to postpone retirement, but
again that doesn’t happen. We also see that buying an employer plan option that will provide guaranteed lifetime
income is at a significantly lower level, although there’s still 20 percent of pre-retirees who plan to do that.
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When we asked retired widows, did you and your spouse consider and plan for how you would respond if you lost
your spouse; the majority did not make any plans for that. And one-third did not even consider doing anything to deal
with the loss of a spouse. Again, a lack of planning.
Income and Spending in Retirement
“I can tell you in my case, keeping asset level the same, because I know where the income comes from. I know the
kind of lifestyle my wife and I like to live, that income matches our lifestyle, and I would really be happy if it stays
constant like that.”
Another person said,
“Of course raise the asset, because it just seems to keep going down and these emergencies keep coming up and
nothing really helps boost them up. The only thing I really have any value of is if I was forced to sell my home. That’s
about it. I really have nothing now.”
As I’ve indicated, the main approach is to maintain or grow an asset level. Many cut back spending significantly in
order to protect their asset level. There’s precautionary saving. Most adjust spending after a major expense to try to
make up the difference however, there is some tendency to spend the required minimum distribution when the
money is forced to come out. Some reinvest it and others don’t. I heard often in the discussion, reduction of
spending from wants to needs. “I used to buy what I wanted when I was working and now I only buy what I need as
an effort to keep asset level the same to the extent that’s possible.”
So when we asked people, “Which one of the following best describes how you plan to manage your financial
assets?”, if you look at the third set of bars, you plan to spend down your financial assets, we see that describes
roughly one in six pre-retirees and one in five retirees.
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And I think that’s important because as we look at, well, the economic theories about lifecycle spending, the theory
says that people raise their assets and spend them down, raise their assets while they’re working and spend them
down in retirement. When we look at the 4 percent rule, the idea is how much can I spend so I have at least one
dollar after 33 years? Using Monte Carlo modeling, success is having one dollar at the end. Systematic spend down
is one of the theories, but that’s not the way people want to live their financial lives in retirement.
We see that 27 percent of pre-retirees and 22 percent of retirees plan to grow their financial assets by accumulating
earnings or saving more in retirement. Another basically one-third plan to maintain their financial assets by
withdrawing only earnings and leaving the principle intact. About one in four don’t have a plan.
Now, how that will change as retirements last longer and there is less defined benefit income coming in for the next
generation of retirees, it will be very interesting. But I think the main point here is this goal for the majority, is to either
maintain or increase asset level through retirement. I should also add by the way on this point, that when people
think about this they don’t think about the real value of their assets. They think about the nominal value of their
assets.
So keeping assets the same over 20 years, as I’ve indicated, means the real value of the assets just by inflation in a
low inflation period will be cut in half. So to some extent they’re cutting the value of their assets just by keeping it at
the same level. But that’s what they want to do and then adjust their spending to make up the difference.
Do you currently have a plan for how much money you will spend each year in retirement and where that money will
come from? Basically pre-retirees don’t have a plan by the majority and retirees too, which makes sense. Forty
percent say they don’t have a plan. But what I sense in doing the focus groups and other retirement surveys, is
they sort of have a feeling for this. They wouldn’t describe it as a plan but they very much have in mind the goal of
keeping their asset level at at least the same level or trying to make it on Social Security and pension, or just
skimming off earnings when there are any on their investments. So it’s not that it comes from the level of a plan but it
comes from the level of something they pay attention to.
Conclusions
We see some things working well and other things not working well. In terms of working well, by and large adapting
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to retirement financial shocks, not everyone, because some people have devastating losses. We see maybe a
quarter of people that really are hurt badly, but for the other three-quarters, it seems like they can adapt. People
often adjust spending to preserve assets. They go from wants to needs.
But right now with this generation, that’s not a painful trip from wants to needs. Some of them use parental
retirement experience to recognize risks and plan for them. Especially as we get to the people who have been
retired for 15 years or in their late seventy’s, they have parent who went through the depression and experienced
frugality and communicated some of that. That makes it easier for people to become more frugal as they go along.
For retirees planning for routine annual spending needs, it is working reasonably well. People adjust and manage
their lives and substitute and deal with inflation and stretch their dollars in a reasonable way. A number of people in
retirement are able to reasonably limit the drawdown of assets in retirement, especially people with defined benefit
income. But areas of improvement in planning are needed by people who are not retired for their retirement needs
and income sources.
There’s a lack of having a reasonable target to how much they need to retire, a reasonable target for saying when
they can afford to retire, a reasonable planning for where their income will come from, a plan for the impact of death
on the surviving spouse or partner. For a lot of people it’s just something that isn’t considered. There’s various
tactics that can be used and people don’t use them.
We see a lot of people plan to work during retirement to supplement income or plan to work longer, but don’t.
Planning to postpone retirement to accumulate greater assets, and also budgeting for unexpected yet predictable
shocks are also areas for improvement.
We also know pretty well that older people tend to have larger dental bills. It’s a surprise to people but yet it
shouldn’t be. Another area of improvement is to use insurance products effectively to mitigate their risks of
retirement and to some extent to make retirement less expensive.
It seems to me that one of the key calculations that people make as they prepare for retirement is making the
calculation of how much they need, and then when they’re retired, making the calculation of how much they should
have at different stages. We’re not good at giving people a target really for how much they should have but in
retirement I think a lot of the industry and a lot of advisors are silent on now that you’re 70, what should you have at
age 75 or age 80. How should you really most effectively manage your spending, your investments to targets later
on?
While the “absorb and adapt strategy” works reasonably well, better planning tactics for how to anticipate some of
these expenses would be beneficial. There are needs to incorporate planning for non-routine expense retirement
planning that are likely. So one of the things I think people tend to do to the extent that they estimate their expenses
and retirement and then come up with how much they need to be able to meet those expenses is they don’t
incorporate non-routine expenses. They just think about their routine expenses, what they paid last month.
Companies depreciate items like cars, furnaces and roofs, but individuals don’t. That depreciation will give them a
better sense of what are their expenses and how much do they need to save to pay for those expenses.
Many need help in thinking through strategies to deal with long-term care risk. Now, I know a lot of people are
concerned about the cost of long-term care insurance but there’s a variety of other approaches that can be used
including the use of home equity. It would be useful for people to really have a more thoughtful approach of what
they want to do if there is a long-term care need, especially dealing with the risk of spousal impoverishment.
Another thing that I think is important and a lot of financial advisors don’t really deal with is helping their clients deal
with which Medicare supplement policy to use or whether to use Medicare or Medicare Advantage. It’s important and
it’s kind of a big financial impact and people struggle with that.
I would also like to bring forward two ideas for a financial practice I think would be useful. One is reversionary
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annuities. Reversionary annuities is a life insurance policy that doesn’t pay a lump sum. It pays guaranteed income
for a period of time and often for life. I think this could be helpful and could be applied certainly to pension
maximization for people who do have a defined benefit plan and to deal with the loss of income. It’s cheaper than a
death benefit. Life insurance pays a lump sum and sometimes it’s much cheaper because you’re really underwriting
the insured and the beneficiary and just paying for the difference in life expectancy. But it could provide much more
effective protection for the survivor.
Also I commented before that a lot of people are concerned about standalone, long-term care insurance. But in
some ways standalone long-term care insurance is a mismatch between the risks to a husband and wife family. The
financial risk is not just on one person. It’s on the husband or the wife. What difference does it make who needs
long-term care? The money comes from the same source.
So maybe it would be more efficient and more appealing if one product could cover both the husband and the wife.
One concept that might do that is the first-to-die living benefit life insurance policy, that if the first person dies without
needing long-term care, there’s a death benefit that could protect the second person. But while both are alive if one
of them or both of them need long-term care, the value of that policy up to the death benefit could be used to cover
them, whichever one it is. I think one of the things we might do to help people deal with long-term care risk is to
innovate in terms of the product design.
Finally, the next generation is further from the Great Depression. The next generation is less likely to talk to people
who were frugal. It seems to me that the price of going from wants to needs may be more difficult and more painful
to them, which makes it more urgent to help people accumulate enough money so they don’t have to. They’re less
likely to take that trip and help them deal with other ways of dealing with risks so a financial shock will be something
anticipated and planned for and won’t cause them to go with what might be a more difficult journey to frugality.
Having said that, I would like to mention that the SOA has reports on this research and other resources of
information.
Sources:
2015 Society of Actuaries Biennial Risk Survey (started in 2001); conducted online for first time in 2013.
Society of Actuaries Focus Groups: Moderated by Matt Greenwald. 12 focus groups with people retired 15+
years in Chicago, IL; Baltimore, MD; Dallas, TX;
Kitchener, ON; Edmonton, AB. Half of groups were male; half were female. Participants had assets between
$50,000 and $350,0001. No participant had household defined benefit guaranteed lifetime income exceeding
$2,000 per month. 1U.S. and Canadian dollar figures are treated as equal.
In-depth Interviews: Conducted to better understand the impact long-term care has on finances of long-term
retiree. 15 in-depth interviews: 10 American and 5 Canadian participants. All participants served in financial
management role for a parent or spouse in need of long-term care. Five men and 10 women interviewed.
Research Conducted by Greenwald & Associates

About the research sponsor of “Post-Retirement Experiences of Individuals Retired for 15 Years or More”:
The Society of Actuaries’ Committee on Post Retirement Needs and Risks is pleased to make available a research
report summarizing twelve focus groups of long-term retirees and fifteen in-depth interviews of caregivers for retirees
incapable of participating. The study seeks to understand how middle-income market retired Americans and
Canadians manage their assets and spending decisions over the long-term. For more information related to this
topic, please see the 2015 Risks and Process of Retirement material.
If you have any questions or comments regarding the report, please contact Steve Siegel, Research Actuary
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atssiegel@soa.org.

Mathew Greenwald, PhD, President and CEO of

About the author:
Mathew Greenwald, PhD, President of Greenwald & Associates,
is a recognized financial and research expert with more than 30
years’ experience in financial services and market research. He
founded Greenwald & Associates in 1985. Today, in addition to
providing strategic direction for the company, Matt plays an active
role designing and analyzing survey research and conducting
focus groups with consumers and financial professionals.
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A Primer for Advisors on the Aging Brain: Understanding
Cognitive Impairment, Taking Action Steps
retirement-insight.com/primer-advisors-aging-brain-understanding-cognitive-impairment-taking-action-steps/

By Sandra Timmermann, EdD, Gerontologist, Successful Aging in
Retirement Expert
Below is an adaptation of the live webinar delivered by Sandra Timmermann
in 2016. Her comments have been edited for clarity and length in this 2nd
Qtr 2016 Retirement InSight and Trends Newsletter.
You may also choose to view the entire presentation and take the full
length course here, worth 1 CRC®, CFP® and/or PACE CE.

Sandra Timmermann, EdD – Gerontologist,
Successful Aging in Retirement Expert

People often ask me what a gerontologist is. That is someone who studies the sociological, psychological and
biological aspects of aging and its application. My hope today is that you can come away with some new information
about the brain that you can understand what the difference is between the diseases and normal age-related
changes and also how to detect some of the symptoms of the disease plus elder financial abuse which is a really
growing concern in our field.
The truth is that Alzheimer’s is the most feared disease even beyond cancer or a stroke and it is something that we
all worry about and when we start thinking about our own memory we often say “a senior moment” or “what’s
happening? Is something bad happening to my brain?” The truth is that a lot of us are just going through normal
age-related changes that really are not the disease.
You certainly know clients and perhaps family members who at 92 were still looking at spreadsheets, or doing
crossword puzzles with ink instead of pencils. We still need to plan and as advisors it’s very important to really
begin to think about this as part of a normal practice because, as you know, the population is aging and your clients
are aging or you have children of aging parents who are observing some changes in their parents or worrying about
them.
But there are challenges because how do you know if a client’s cognitively competent? What do you do about
confidentiality requirements? Your client is the person you’ve drawn up agreements with – not the family. Should you
contact the family? Should you stop a sales transaction when you suspect something, but you really don’t know? Is
there potential abuse and would you take it a step further and report to Adult Protective Services or to the courts
getting the government involved?
So, there is this central ethical dilemma because we do want to promote the autonomy of the client and this country
certainly values independence way into old age. Most older people want to remain independent. They don’t want to
be a burden on their children. They want to live at home as long as they can, but yet the ethical dilemma is in your
role you’ve got to promote the good of the client or at least avoid harm to the client. And, again, there’s a lot of grey
area here, but something that is really important to consider.
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The Brain
I’d like to give you an overview of the brain, what is happening with learning, memory and intelligence, as well as the
difference with brain diseases and what we call normal versus a disease.
You’ve probably seen brain pictures and wondered a little bit about what’s what. The brain stem at the bottom of the
base of the brain basically controls the bodily functions. The hippocampus is in the middle lower area of the brain,
and plays the important key role in memory. The cerebral hemisphere is the brown matter that you see. It’s actually
grey. That makes up about three-quarters of the brain. The cerebral cortex is the line above the grey or the brown
matter consisting of layers and layers of brain cells.
So, when you think about the brain, the memory piece is what we
associate with Alzheimer’s or with other dementias, mainly Alzheimer’s.
That is usually the area that’s damaged first. What the hippocampus
does is it takes information from our senses and transfers it into the
cerebral cortex which is that piece around the top of the brain. What
happens with people with Alzheimer’s is they can’t remember the most
recent things because the transfer from the hippocampus to the cerebral
cortex isn’t really working.
Normally the memories are transferred or the senses are transferred
from the hippocampus and they remain there. People with Alzheimer’s
can remember the early memories because they’ve already been
stored, but recent memories are not stored because the hippocampus
isn’t really working. So, it’s why people who have Alzheimer’s keep
repeating things over and over again because there is no way to really
store the information.
Intelligence, Memory and Learning
The first is fluid intelligence and that’s the capacity to process novel information or the new knowledge that we
absorb every day and puzzles, memorizing, lists, speed, if we try to memorize something. All those things are in the
fluid intelligence category.
Crystallized intelligence category is intelligence based on skills and strategies that people have learned throughout
their life; it’s sort of the big picture. They’ve accumulated past experience. They’ve acquired practical wisdom at
everyday life and it’s a context. What you find with age is that the fluid intelligence is the piece that deteriorates and
the crystal intelligence is really what remains stable pretty much your whole life, or at least into your seventies.
However, there are a lot of instances of people who are doing much better and it’s the individual differences.
Advisors are often guilty of giving people a lot of spreadsheets and facts. As people get older it’s more difficult for
people to absorb all these numbers. With the bigger picture it’s easy. It’s like give people a reason. They can
understand it and put it in context with what they’re going through during life.
So, learning, acquiring new skills, memory, retaining knowledge and short-term working memory and ability to store
and manipulate information is something that is part of memory. Long-term memory is the ability to permanently
store the past experiences and declines only slightly, but it does take longer to retrieve that information. I always like
to think of that as information overload, but I think it’s really more of a brain function. The good part is your
vocabulary scores can increase with age. Your decision making expertise can improve in certain areas. What
determines that? Part of it is genetics. Part of it is environment. There’s also a correlation between health, wealth,
and lifestyle.
Who Will Get Diseases of the Brain?
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There are 43 million Americans without Alzheimer’s and only 5.1 million with, over the age of 65. The odds of
developing Alzheimer’s disease doubles every 5 years beyond the age of 65; by 85 almost half of the population
might have Alzheimer’s.
There is a mixture of types of dementia and as time is going on the medical and the scientific community are finding
out more and more. It used to be that you had to have an autopsy of your brain to find out what you really had as a
type of dementia. Now, we have all the imaging techniques and genetic predisposition tests as well which many
people are afraid to take, but maybe it would be good to know if you’re genetically predisposed. It doesn’t mean
you’re going to get it, but it’s something you could plan for.
Alzheimer’s is over 50 percent of the types of dementia. Other types have slightly different outcomes, slightly
different causes and behavior could be slightly different. Vascular dementia, for example, is primarily caused by
strokes.

It could be a major stroke where a large area of the tissue on one side of the brain may die or it could also be the
series of mini strokes that sort of happen over time. Another common one which we’re finding out more about is
Lewy body dementia. What happens there is the brain doesn’t shrink so much, but there are deposits of this protein
called Lewy bodies. One area that is affected often is vision. Parkinson’s is another example where at some people
who have later stages of Parkinson’s develop dementia.
The Warning Signs of Dementia
Let’s talk about some of the warning signs and maybe you know people where you have experienced this. On
example is difficulty completing familiar tasks. Putting soup on the stove is an example of a familiar task that one
might not be able to do and struggle to do it because it’s a sequence. You have to get the pan out of the closet. You
have to get the soup. You have to open the top of the soup can. Put it in the cooking pan and then turn on the oven.
So, things like that are really sort of a warning sign.
Something I hear from all my friends about their parents is their loss of sense of direction. “Oh my god, my father is
driving. How is he doing?” People who have dementia get lost in a familiar place. A friend’s father took the car out
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and then he couldn’t find his way back. He had lived in the same place for many years. Misplacing things and being
unable to find them is another example.
I have friends who are social workers and nurses who do something called “differential diagnosis” trying to make
sure a person has dementia and not something else. Depression has some parallel symptoms to dementia. It could
be the loss of a spouse or some other physical health reasons. Some of the same kinds of things happen with
people who are really depressed.
In some physician’s offices, doctors who are geriatrician’s say, “bring in all the medications you are taking.” For a
person over 75, seven different kinds of medication on average are often prescribed from two, three or four different
physicians. They can counteract against each other. We also have many private alcoholics who are older, and we
know now that there is a great addiction to pain medication which has been over prescribed, so there are other
things that are happening to older people that may not be dementia.
The inability to manage a budget is another warning sign. Occasionally, you could miss a payment or forget to pay
your telephone bill; the older generation who likes to fill out checks. For advisors, money management and handling
money, budget – these seem to be on the first line of symptoms that people notice. Family members are not often
aware because if it’s someone’s living at home alone and their adult children are not with them every day; they may
not understand exactly what’s happening. But when you’re working with someone you can see some memory lapses
about things you told them, disorganization, declines in checkbook management, just confusion and impaired
judgement and of course the math mistakes. So you can be keeping your radar up.
Research and the Aging Brain
There is beginning to get to be a body of research about the aging brain and finances. While there are a number of
studies that talk about decline starting at age 60, the jury is out a bit on what kinds of decisions are important.
Michael Finke and Texas Tech work has done research on the aging brain and found that financial literacy scores
decline about 2 percent each year after age 60. The worst part is that even though the abilities are declining, people
are still overconfident in their ability to manage their finances. However, there is other research done by the Center
for Brain Health at the University of Texas and the MetLife Mature Market Institute when I was there. They did inperson interviews to make sure that the people they studied had no symptoms of cognitive decline and then they
compared the performance across age groups. They felt that the decisions that were important – strategic learning
is what they called it, and that is a way to sift out information and pick up on the most important – that that really
does not decline from age 50 to 79.
So, I guess the important thing is, what’s important? Financial literacy? I know my parents both had pensions. They
did know about the 4 percent withdrawal rate. They didn’t have a financial planner. They worked very well with the
old fashioned pension, but what is important? If they had been given big picture information it might have been more
helpful.
Another study has shown that men of average intelligence are the ones who were overconfident, and people who
had a higher IQ were not so overconfident. Women were also less able to take risks. However, I think that probably
cuts across many generations in terms of women and finance.
There’s no question there’s a decline in the brain function for all of us, but, again, what is the disease and what’s
important? And then how do you communicate that? This is the big question and the government is stepping in now
to study cognitive impairment and healthy brains because the epidemic of Alzheimer’s – and people do call it a
public health issue. This is slated to cost the government a lot of money and so even if you could delay the onset of
getting the disease by a few years you would reduce some of the costs.
Certainly in our industry, and in insurance for long term care, if a person can stay cognitively healthy and
independent longer that helps the long term care provider greatly and also helps the individual. There is a
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longitudinal study is being done by the National Institute of Nursing Research and the National Institute on Aging
along with participation with the Centers for Disease Control about how to you keep your brain healthy. A healthy
brain aging – no strain, no gain. Harvard Medical School says “You’ve got to push the envelope to keep your brain
functioning.”
There’s a man that I had worked with named Dr. Paul Nussbaum who was really an excellent speaker and would
work with us at MetLife and then also at AARP. What he is trying to do is explain the brain in very simple terms. He’s
from Pittsburgh and talks about what are some of the simple things to keep your brain active. It used to be only
physical fitness that mattered. Now, it seems to be brain fitness and if you go online and go into Luminosity and
there are all these brain games that we can take to keep our brain healthy. Does it really work? Well, some people
say “it doesn’t”, but others say “there’s sort of a connection here.”
From Paul Nussbaum’s perspective, physical exercise is important because it keeps the blood flowing to your brain.
The cardiovascular system – it’s important to connect the physical with the mental and of course nutrition and a
healthy diet.
Travelling alone makes you really try to figure out new routes to places. Try different things that you’ve never done.
Take music lessons and things of that sort that give your brain a new path. Socialization is one of the most important
parts of a healthy aging process is to avoid isolation because engagement also has a way of bringing new
information in rather than simply watching TV, and older people do watch a lot of TV. The interaction is the important
thing. For people who can’t drive at night, who live in the suburbs and then being to get to frail to get out – they really
are not in a good situation to keep their brain fit and that’s very important to think about.
Spirituality and reflection have also shown to be important. It’s important to really do some self-reflection and your
own beliefs whether they’re deeply religious or more generally acquainted or related to find purpose and meaning in
your life. All of that relates so I think our brain fitness ideas are important and, again, it may not stop Alzheimer’s, but
perhaps there’s a way to delay getting dementia if in fact that’s what’s going to happen.
Before There are Signs of Dementia
I think the personal approach of the advisor really makes a difference. There is a fear of dementia, the fear of loss of
independence and control.
You’ve got to be sensitive to this human condition and bring it up, because this is really hard to bring up. People do
not want to talk about long term care. It’s the elephant in the room. Involving the client and thinking through the
issues early on with the bigger picture and maybe in terms of the long term care preparation discussion – this might
be a way to do it, but it’s really important to get this started early when people are not subject to any serious brain
changes.
Family members unfortunately are one of the major categories of perpetrators, but it is defined as the improper use
of an older person’s funds, property or assets. When I was at the Mature Market Institute we did a number of studies
to try to get a handle on how much is really lost. In 2011, we estimated $2.6 billion is lost annually due to financial
elder abuse. That figure is now noted by the head of the Department of Aging in Washington.
I was at a hearing that Senator Blumenthal in Connecticut conducted with the Senate Committee on Aging to look
into financial elder abuse. He had a 90 year old man testify who had gone in business with his son. He owned some
kind of a tire and automotive company in Connecticut. He put the name of the company and all of his assets jointly
with his son, then he went to Florida for a couple of months (snowbird). When he came back the son had transferred
all the assets to himself and all the money in his accounts and he was left with nothing. He came with his daughter
to warn people.
This is not usual. Most of us have wonderful family relations with our children, but you really don’t know and it does
make you think “Gee, do I really want to call a family member?” When things are beginning to look bad, you need to
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look under the envelope. Sometimes the typical victim is frail or cognitively impaired and usually a person who is
isolated meaning living alone, female and they’re often at home with a paid caregiver or they’re in a house where
repairmen can come and say “You need your chimney fixed,” or say they’re from the electric company and then look
around and take their money later. One of the things that we discovered is that it isn’t really the professionals who
are the major perpetrators like financial service professionals or lawyers. However, when they do bilk people out of
money, it’s a larger amount of money.
This needs to be on our radar, as often elder abuse for finances is very much correlated with physical or
psychological abuse where an older person doesn’t want to say anything because they’re afraid her children are
going to “put her in a nursing home,” or it’s a family member, or maybe because they’re cognitively impaired, they
don’t even know what’s happening.
Put protocols and procedures in place in advance, so when someone suspects something’s wrong, you already
know that there is some kind of process.
1. Make sure you have power of attorney and other legal documents that are set with the client. Then have
copies yourself and ask the client to give you the name of an emergency contact who you might have anyway
not necessarily about cognitive decline, but just someone to contact in case something happens. Be sure it’s
updated.
2. Keep track of what is said during the meetings and perhaps even send it back to the client. Particularly with
family members, they can come back and say “Well, you never told my father that.” Or “Why didn’t you raise
that issue?”
3. Ask a client to bring a family member to a meeting. Sometimes it’s really good to do this early on just so you
get to know the family. Business can be lost when a man dies and the widow moves on to someone else so it
probably has some good purposes beyond this immediate need, but at least you could meet the family
member.
4. Where there is no family to get to know, an attorney or other trusted person could come and talk to you with
your client. I think this is always difficult because, again, you don’t always exactly know what’s happening, but
we all can see some of the obvious changes.
5. Escalate the case to superiors in a client’s department. At MetLife, we were dealing with training our advisors
and also had some resources available on the internal websites. Most large companies are working through
these kinds of steps. But for advisors out there on their own, there may be no one to really escalate it to.
There has to be a way to think this through.
6. There was a study done by LIMRA about whether you should hold up sales transactions if you suspect
something, and it does seem that the transactions could be held up if it seemed like a bad decision. On the
other hand it may be important early on to have less aggressive portfolios. The sweetheart scam is where
you’ve got an 88 year old man coming in with a young caregiver. He says, “We’re together now. Would you
please transfer assets?” If there’s a third party and something is looking suspicious and you’ve got this
emergency contact on file, then you could contact them. This begins to get more serious then and puts
wheels in motion to transfer decision making according to the plan.
7. What about guardianship or conservatorship? If that is warranted, that would need to be considered carefully
maybe with another professional, an attorney perhaps. If something is suspected around elder abuse –
whether it is physical symptoms or just what you find from your client – it might be time to have this reported
to Adult Protective Services.
Every state has offices of Adult Protective Services. Communities are given money from the state that comes down
from the federal government to investigate cases. It is part of the Affordable Care Act. An investigator will come to
the house and perhaps do interventions depending on what they find. There is a backlog in these cases because
there aren’t enough people at the moment to really do a lot of investigation, but it can be escalated. It’s worth
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knowing the resources that are available.
Takeaways
This is the new public health issue. I think if you can learn how to figure out what changes are normal, what is
disease, and what are the red flags to look for that would be good. Don’t make assumptions that just because people
are older people, that they can’t make decisions.
Engage clients in discussions early about protecting against cognitive impairment. It may not be easy, but it’s easier
when somebody’s fully competent and, again, maybe in the context of long term care preparation. Get to know the
family early and the legal documents. Network with elder law attorneys.
Also network with geriatric care managers who do the case work. There are some really terrific ones in a community
who charge a small fee. I always think of them like wedding planners and what they do is they go meet with the
client and then they meet with the family member and they develop a plan and do an assessment. They’re generally
nurses or social workers. You can suggest to a younger client who is taking care of older parents to have one of
these geriatric care managers come in and then begin to set up a care plan and then also implement a plan.
Geriatricians, of course, are physicians. There aren’t a whole lot of them unfortunately even though the population’s
aging, but many family physicians are obviously working with older people and it just might be good to connect up
with them and have a discussion about it. They’re all concerned as well.
Every county or groups of counties has an Area Agency on Aging where they have central information about all
these different groups and to help you learn what’s out there. Also get to know assisted living facilities and home
care agencies – which ones are good and which are not.
You may have to communicate in different ways and present your information differently. The whole notion of
independence and control is so important. It’s important to empower people to feel like when they’re making plans
for this, they’re still going to have control over what happens, rather than pushing this issue under the rug. Don’t
wait. Get things started early.
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By Faisal Habib, PE, MBA, FRM , President of QWeMA (pronounced
KWEE-MA), a division of CANNEX Financial Exchanges Limited
Editor’s note:
For 25 years, the 4% withdrawal rule has reigned supreme in the financial
planning community as the single solution for the highest probability of
creating sustainable income from a retirement portfolio. I must confess that I
was part of that crowd, until I saw a paper in 2002 that demonstrated even
better results when 25% of a portfolio was annuitized. Understanding and
designing portfolio asset allocation is a key part of the Chartered Financial
Analyst (CFA) training, so as I dug deeper, I discovered that annuitized
income has strong diversification benefits for retirement portfolios. For years
we’ve been taught all the negative characteristics of annuities as standalone
products, but when paired appropriately with equities in well-designed
portfolios, a client’s investing and income risk is decidedly better managed.
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The Great Recession in 2008 significantly reduced the value of financial portfolios of many clients who had to
recalibrate their retirement expectations and adjust their standard of living. At the same time, there were clients who
(while their portfolios did take a hit) did not have to make significant adjustments. So what if you could identify ahead
of time the clients and their portfolios that are exposed to extreme downside risk?
Below is an adaptation of the live webinar delivered by Faisal Habib in 2016. His comments have been edited for
clarity and length in this 2nd Qtr 2016 Retirement InSight and Trends Newsletter.
You may also choose to view the entire presentation and take the full length course here , worth 1 CRC®,
CFP® and/or PACE CE.

Review of Key Retirement Risks
Why do we want to talk about retirement risks and management of these risks? The trend has been to move away
from DB plans to what is known as defined contribution, or DC, plans. While the control of assets allocation has
moved over to the individual, so have the risks that are unique in retirement.
So, let me start out with this very simple question. How much do I need at age 65 to generate $1,000 per month
during retirement? One approach, the present value of annuity formula, calculates the present value of $1 of periodic
payment. I can calculate this once I have the inputs, and then multiply by my payment that I’m seeking, which is
$1,000, to obtain the answer. With this formula, I need two pieces of information: the rate of return and the time
spent in retirement. What number should I use for the 65-year-old male? Is survival to age 80 appropriate? Six out of
10 65-year-old males will make it to age 80. Shall I use something in between, say, 80 and 85 because somewhere
in between is the halfway point?
Here’s another slide that shows the whole probability distribution for a 65-year-old male, and I have marked the
average years, which is approximately 20 years, along with the variability around that average. It is 20 years plus or
minus 9 years. That’s a big variance. In this case, 9 out of 20 means 45%.
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Let’s turn our focus to the rate of return. What’s an appropriate rate of return to use? We are all well aware that
earning any rate consistently year over year doesn’t happen unless, of course, you’re simply parking the funds in a
long-term CD; there is variance around the rate of return as well. For 30 years at 8%, I would need something
around $136,283; that would get me $1,000 a month. Or if I put the money under the mattress at 0% for 30 years, I
need $360,000.
The appropriate method is to use the present value formula that we discussed earlier and account for the
uncertainties that is similar to the way of insurance companies do. In other words, use the actuarial form of the
formula.
Today, the average of the premiums that an insurance company would charge for a $1,000-a-month payment for life
for a 60-year-old male is approximately $190,490. Purchasing one of these single-premium income annuities would
completely hedge longevity risk, which is the risk of running out of funds while you’re still alive. However, what does
a $1,000 payment buy you at 2% average annual inflation? In 20 years, the value of the $1,000 dollar will decline by
a third.
Say I have a triangle with three sequences of returns, or three types of returns. I start out with earning 17%, followed
by 10%, then followed by -8%. Now let’s reverse the sequence, where I get the -8% return first, followed by 10%,
and then followed by 17%. The average of these three returns in each scenario is exactly the same. It is 6%, and
the standard deviation, or the variability around this average return, is 11%. In both of these worlds, I end up with
the same value, or $1.18.
If we add a withdrawal of $0.05 every period, after returns of 17%, 10% and -8%, I’m left with $1.04. I do the same
exercise, with returns in the reverse sequence, I’m left with $1.01.
What if I change my withdrawal rate again at the end of every period to $0.10 from my $1 portfolio with earning 17%,
followed by 10%, followed by -8%? I’m left with $0.89. With the reverse sequence of returns, and I’m left with only
$0.84. This is what we mean by the sequence-of-returns risk, that it creeps up when you’re making withdrawals from
your portfolio.
If you were to repeat this exercise again and again, you could see when the portfolio runs out of money. If I realize
the good sequence where negative returns are experienced at the end, and my portfolio lasts for 28 years. In the
reverse sequence my portfolio only lasts for 20 years.
Applying this to real life, if a client retired at the beginning of 2008 with $100 and a 5% annual withdrawal, in five
years he would be left with something like $65 or $67, after adjusting 2% for COLA. On the other hand, if that same
client that started in 2009, in five years’ time, they would have $162 remaining in their portfolio. Now, why is that the
case? In the fall of 2008, we had a severe market downturn, and in the beginning of 2009, we had that wonderful
market recovery.
To recap, longevity risk is the risk of outliving one’s financial assets. Retirees are living longer due to improvements
in medical technology, nutrition, disease control, public health, and environment. Inflation risk is the notion of
purchasing power. As a matter of fact, retirees face a higher inflation rate given that the basket of goods that they
consume is so much different from what you and I would be consuming. And then, the sequence-of-returns risk is
the risk of realizing the significant series of poor returns early on in retirement. And it’s important to address and
manage these risks since retirees do not get to choose their retirement date based on what sequence will materialize
in the future.
How to Use Product Allocation to Manage Retirement Risks
So, looking at what kinds of products we have available to us, we can broadly look at the investments category and
see what kinds of benefits or qualities they possess. Our traditional investments do not provide us with a longevity
hedge or a sequence-or-returns hedge, but they do a good job on inflation, liquidity, and legacy. They do a good job
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on inflation because market returns do tend to be higher than inflation in the long run. They provide me with access
to immediate liquidity. I can withdraw my funds at any moment in time, and they also contribute toward building a
legacy.
There is another product category called the lifetime annuity, either immediate or deferred income annuity, and it
provides a very good longevity hedge and a sequence-of-returns hedge because, regardless of what happens in the
market, once I have made that premium payment to the insurance company, I keep receiving my monthly payment
for as long as I’m alive. But in terms of liquidity or legacy, they do a poor job. I cannot tap into that premium that I
have paid the insurance company, and it does not contribute toward building my legacy.
Then, there is a hybrid class of products. These are variable annuities or fixed-index annuities with a guaranteed
living benefit (GLB) contract. I like to think of them as a pendulum that swings from market or SWP investments to
traditional income annuities. A lot of these products have a feature of step-up, so as the markets do well, a higher
guaranteed base is locked in, and so when you are about to initiate income from these products, you get a
percentage of that higher base.
In the event a bad sequence of returns happens in the market, then this product ver much resembles an income
annuity, because once you initiate income, even though the account may be ruined, you will continue to receive
income from this product.
In the slide below you’ll observe that no single product dominates across all risk features. Each product partially or
fully hedges these risks, and each product offers a different cost benefit tradeoff. The question we have is how best
to allocate clients’ investable wealth across these products.

This is a process that we call product allocation, and it takes the following into consideration. First and foremost, you
have to know certain demographic characteristics about the client – age, gender, and health – number of years until
retirement, their current financial position, the desired retirement income, and any levels of their government or
private guaranteed payments such as Social Security or defined benefit plans.
We also have to take capital market assumptions into consideration. We not only have to focus on the returns in the
market, but also the volatility of these returns. We also want to take into consideration the SWP yields, or treasury
yields, and any asset management fees. Also, both male and female mortality tables have to be taken into
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consideration.
Finally, you also have to know about product features. What are the benefits of certain products? And the key to
variable annuities with GLB riders is that you have to know what the rider fees are going to be. You have to know
what the payout rates are going to be, bonuses, rollups, and so on and so forth.
Product Allocation Metrics
Product allocation is a process of deciding how to invest a client’s nest egg across the various financial instruments
that I mentioned earlier. Moshe Milevsky developed this onset and defined two metrics – he called them the
Retirement Sustainability Quotient (RSQ) and the Expected Financial Legacy (EFL) – so that we can quantitatively
measure the cost and benefit of the various product portfolios.
The RSQ is a measure of the likelihood that a given mix of income products and assets will provide desired lifetime
income over retirement, and EFL is the expected financial legacy. It is a measure of the expected bequest in today’s
dollars.
Another way of thinking about RSQ and EFL is that you have a pie that has to be cut into two pieces. One is going to
fund your retirement; that is going to be captured by the RSQ number. The other one is going to fund your legacy,
and that is going to be captured by the EFL number. They are diametrically opposed to each other. If you want a
higher sustainability, that has to come at a cost. There is no free lunch. That means you are going to leave behind a
lower legacy. On the other hand, if you desire to leave behind a higher legacy, it means you have to settle for a lower
retirement sustainability.
The more guaranteed income sources you add to your product portfolio, the higher your retirement sustainability will
be. The more traditional investments that you hold, the higher the financial legacy will be. Similar to the risk-versusreturn tradeoff in asset allocation, product allocation involves a tradeoff of income versus financial legacy, or RSQ
and EFL.
Measuring Tail Risk
Tail risk raises its ugly head whenever sequence-of-returns risk appears.
Traditional investments (stocks, bond, and cash) do not do a very good job of hedging or minimizing sequence-ofreturns risk. What are the tools or mechanisms available to us to be able to capture this and see how much of our
portfolio is going to be impacted if a rare market event happens?
SORDEX is a metric to measure sequence-of-returns risk due to downside exposure. This concept was initially
created by Moshe Milevsky back in 2009. Moshe, Anna Abaimova and Brett Cavalieri wrote a paper titled,
“Retirement Income Sustainability: How to Measure the Tail of a Black Swan,” which was published in the Journal of
Financial Planning back in October, 2009.
SORDEX looks at the ratio of probabilities. The first probability, which is in the numerator, is the probability of
success. The second probability measure is the probability of the success of achieving your retirement strategy
when a rare market event has happened, and we defined that 1-in-100 event. We want to be able to measure that in
three years’ timeframe.
To calculate SORDEX, we would calculate the RSQ of the plan (numerator), and then divide it by the success
probability of the investment portfolio (denominator) under two scenarios. One is the baseline set of assumptions
representing the client’s current situation, and then the second one is a hypothetical wealth level that has a 1 in 100
chance – the risk of the extreme market movement – of occurring in three years. Three years is because that is the
critical period that sets the stage for the success over time of the plan.
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The greater the SORDEX ratio, the more vulnerable the plan is to abnormal market events. As a guide, if it’s greater
than 0.5, one should be cautioned. If it’s greater than 1, alarm bells should be ringing, and if it’s greater than 2, earpiercing sirens.
Consider two clients, Jack and Jill. Jack is 60 years old, and Jill is 75 years old. Their initial wealth is $1 million and
$400,000, respectively. Jack is in an asset allocation that is earning 6.6% with a volatility of 14%, so it’s a bit
aggressive. Jill, on the other hand, is conservative, with her portfolio returns being 4.25% and the volatility being
6.7%. In terms of annual spending, Jack spends $43,200. Jill spends $23,200. The success probability of both their
plans, today, is exactly 80%.
Now, my question to you is: Who’s at risk if a bad market event or a rare market event happens? So, you go through
an exercise, and you calculate what is that three-year 1-to-100 wealth level, and you realize that, in Jack’s case, his
$1 million portfolio can fall down to $560,000, while Jill’s $400,000 portfolio can fall down to $277,000.
How would we calculate the SORDEX? In the normal course of events, Jack’s portfolio success rate is 80%. That’s
fairly high. But if a rare market event happens, his portfolio value will get reduced. And if he were to maintain the
same standard of living, then the success probability of that portfolio, to be able to fund that kind of income, would
only be 37%. We calculate this ratio, subtract 1, and we see that Jack’s SORDEX stands at 1.16.
Jill, on the other hand, has the same numerator – 80% success probability – but if that rare market event happens,
then her success probability also falls down. In Jill’s case, her SORDEX ends up being at 0.45. So, since Jack’s
SORDEX is higher, his portfolio should be monitored more regularly. He should be called into the office more
regularly.
Takeaways
1. Longevity is a risk, and you cannot just assume number or a retirement planning horizon.
2. Product allocation allows individuals to hedge against unique retirement risks.
3. SORDEX is a metric that gauges the downside exposure within an investment strategy under a rare market
event.
4. It is important to use a product allocation strategy to develop sustainable retirement income portfolios that
help clients manage, minimize, or mitigate these risks
5. Use the SORDEX metric to monitor client portfolios that may be prone to extreme or downside market
movements whenever there is a market stress situation.

About the author:
Faisal Habib, President of QWeMA (pronounced KWEE-MA), a division of CANNEX Financial Exchanges Limited,
where he leads the research, development, and consulting efforts in the fields of retirement income and investments
analytics.
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Introduction
Social Security aims to provide retirees a basic old-age income after a lifetime of work. Monthly benefits were
designed to replace a greater share of the earnings of low-wage workers, who spend a greater share of their income
on necessities than high-wage workers. Social Security likewise includes spousal and survivor benefits. These
“family benefits” were designed for the standard family unit when the program was created in the 1930s – a married
couple in which the husband was the breadwinner and the wife a homemaker.
The family unit today has changed dramatically in two important ways relevant to spousal and survivor benefit
design. First, most married women have significant wage employment and earn Social Security benefits on their
own earnings record. Second, many women have children but never marry, and divorce rates are high among those
who do marry. This brief reviews studies by the Social Security Administration’s Retirement Research Consortium
that assess the implications of these changing work and marriage patterns on Social Security’s effectiveness in
providing families a basic old-age income.
The discussion proceeds as follows. The first section provides a primer on Social Security spousal and survivor
benefits. The second section reviews the erosion of these benefits due to the increased employment of married
women. The third section discusses how changing marital patterns have increased the share of families not covered
by Social Security’s family benefits, potentially leaving them with insufficient incomes in retirement.
Social Security Family Benefits
Social Security spousal and survivor benefits guarantee the spouse with lower lifetime earnings a benefit based on
the higher-earner’s record. Individuals who are divorced are entitled to these benefits only if the marriage lasted 10
years or more. While spousal and survivor benefits are not gender based, they typically go to women because
women tend to work less and earn less than men, so, for simplicity, the spouse with lower earnings will be called the
wife. The basic benefits are as follows:
Spousal benefits guarantee the wife a Primary Insurance Amount (PIA) – a benefit at her Full Retirement Age
(FRA) – equal to half her husband’s PIA.
Survivor benefits guarantee a widow a benefit equal to her husband’s actual benefit. 1
If a woman is eligible for a worker benefit based on her own earnings history that exceeds the spousal or survivor
benefit, she will receive the larger amount. If her worker benefit is lower, then she is “topped up” to the level of the
spousal or survivor benefit. The labor force activity of women has a significant effect on the couple’s replacement
rate, which is the household’s total Social Security benefit as a percent-age of pre-retirement earnings. As women
work, they increase the couple’s pre-retirement earnings more than their Social Security benefits, so the
household’s replacement rate declines.
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Table 1 illustrates how benefits change as the wife’s lifetime earnings rise relative to her husband’s lifetime earnings.
The illustration assumes both spouses claim at the FRA and that the husband’s benefit replaces 40 percent of his
pre-retirement earnings. The first column shows the traditional case where the wife has zero earnings and a full
spousal benefit that boosts the household replacement rate to 60 percent. Between the first and second columns,
the wife is “dually entitled” – entitled to a benefit based on her own earnings record and a spousal top-up based on
her husband’s earnings record; thereafter her benefit is based solely on her own earnings record. The household
replacement rate drops as the wife’s earnings rise relative to her husband’s earnings. Regardless of the wife’s
earnings, the dollar amount of her survivor benefit remains unchanged. But it replaces a declining share of a
couple’s combined benefits once she earns more than a third of what her husband earns.
Table 1. Illustration: Ratio of Wife’s-to-Husband’s Earnings and Effects on Household Replacement Rates
and Survivor Benefits
Benefit measure

Ratio of wife’s to husband’s earnings
0%

33%

67%

100 %

Household replacement rate

60

45

42

40

Survivor benefit as % of
couple’s benefit

67

67

57

50

Note: Assumes both spouses claim at the FRA and the husband’s benefit replaces 40 percent of pre-retirement
earnings.
Source: Author’s calculations.
Members of the Social Security Retirement Research Consortium have conducted various studies on family benefit
issues, which cover four general areas: 1) family benefit financial incentives, including the rising incentive for
married men to delay claiming and the general lack of response to these incentives; 2) the distributional effects of
Social Security family benefits; 3) the impact of the rising labor force participation of women on household
replacement rates; and 4) the decline in marriage. This brief reviews the studies in the latter two areas: women’s
labor force activity and marriage patterns. The specific focus is on the implications of these studies for Social
Security’s ability to assure families a basic old-age income, and whether other family benefit designs could be more
effective.
Working Wives and the Erosion of Family Benefits
As late as 1960, over 55 percent of women receiving Social Security retirement benefits collected only as a spousal
or survivor, with their benefits based solely on their husband’s earnings record. But women now work outside the
home nearly as much as men (see Figure 1a) and bring home incomes much closer to what men bring home (see
Figure 1b). Because married women work more and earn more, they make a substantial contribution to the
household’s preretirement income and enter retirement with more Social Security benefits based on their own
earnings records.
Figure 1. Changes in Labor Force and Earnings Patterns by Sex, 1960 and 2010
a. Labor Force Participation Rates
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b. Women’s Earnings as a Percentage of Men’s Earnings

Notes: Labor force participation rates are adjusted to the age structure of the population in 1960. Earnings are
median annual earnings of full-time, full-year workers.
Sources: Szafran (2002); and U.S. Census Bureau (1961, 2011).
A study by April Yanyuan Wu, Nadia S. Karamcheva, Alicia H. Munnell, and Patrick Purcell, using the Social Security
Administration’s Modeling Income in the Near Term (MINT) microsimulation model, analyzes the rise in the lifetime
earnings of married women relative to the lifetime earnings of their husbands, and its effect on household Social
Security benefits, by cohort. It finds a dramatic increase in the ratio of wife’s-to-husband’s lifetime earnings in the
War Baby and Early Boomer cohorts that entered the labor force in the 1960s and 1970s (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Median Ratio of Wife’s to Husband’s Lifetime Earning, by Birth Cohort
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Notes: Striped bars are projections. See endnote 2 for cohort definitions.
Source: Wu et al. (2013).
The increased employment of married women sharply reduced the contribution of spousal and survivor benefits as a
source of household retirement incomes. Over half of all women born in the early years of the Depression, who
became eligible for benefits in the mid-1990s, were entitled to a family benefit when they first claimed. In contrast,
less than a third of Early Boomer women, who became eligible for benefits between 2010 and 2015, were so
entitled, and the family benefits they received replaced a smaller share of their pre-retirement earnings. According to
the study, this decline in family benefits was the main contributor to the decline in household Social Security
replacement rates, which fell from 50 percent for the cohort born in the early years of the Depression to 45 percent
for the War Baby and Early Boomer cohorts (see Figure 3).3
Figure 3. Median Household Social Security Replacement Rates, by Birth Cohort
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Notes: Replacement rates are the household’s benefits divided by the household’s Average Indexed Monthly
Earnings as calculated by the Social Security Administration. Striped bars are projections. See endnote 2 for cohort
definitions.
Source: Wu et al. (2013).
The study projects another significant jump in the ratio of wife’s-to-husband’s lifetime earnings for GenX couples,
who will become eligible for benefits after 2028. It also projects a further decline in household Social Security
replacement rates, to 39 percent of pre-retirement earnings. However, it attributes essentially none of this projected
reduction in replacement rates to the rising ratio of wife’s-to-husband’s earnings. Therefore, the effect of the rising
employment of women on Social Security spousal benefits and, thereby, replacement rates at first claiming, has
largely played out.
The same is not true for survivor benefits. Most GenX wives will outlive their husbands and collect a survivor benefit
when widowed. Barbara A. Butrica and Karen E. Smith, using the MINT microsimulation model, project that twothirds of GenX wives will earn less than their husbands and be entitled to a survivor benefit, down from 82 percent of
War Baby widows.4
Not surprisingly, overall, family benefits account for a much smaller percentage of Social Security outlays today than
they did in the past (see Figure 4). Outlays have fallen much more for spousal than for survivor benefits. Most wives
still get a survivor benefit if widowed, and survivor benefits disproportionately go to women in older cohorts who did
not have significant employment records. But as older widows die and future widows have more substantial worker
benefits, family benefits will likely account for an even smaller share of Social Security outlays.
Figure 4. Spousal and Survivor Benefits as a Percentage of Total Benefits Paid to Retired Workers,
Spouses, and Survivors, 1960-2013
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Source: U.S. Social Security Administration (2015).
In sum, the dramatic rise in the employment of married women has diminished the importance of spousal and
survivor benefits. Correspondingly, it has led to a significant decline in family benefits as a source of retirement
income and as a share of Social Security outlays.
Growth of Single Mothers with Inadequate Benefits
As the employment of married women shot up in Baby Boom cohorts, so did the incidence of divorce and nonmarital
births. This trend sharply increased the percentage of families headed by single mothers, which Social Security
spousal and survivor benefits were not designed to serve. Data provided by Butrica and Smith show a sharp
increase in the share of retired Boomers and GenX mothers who will be “never married” when they reach age 70,
with just a slight change in the share who will be divorced from a marriage of less than 10 years (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. Percentage of Mothers Age 70 Projected to Be Never Married or Married Less Than 10 Years, by
Birth Cohort
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Notes: Never-married includes single women and women in an unmarried couple. See endnote 5 for cohort
definitions.
Source: Unpublished data provided by Barbara Butrica, based on research in Butrica and Smith (2012b).
Even more than for mothers in traditional two-parent families, child-rearing responsibilities limit the time that
divorced and unmarried mothers spend in the labor market, impede their advancement to better-paying jobs, and
thereby reduce their ability to earn an adequate Social Security benefit. But aside from divorced women whose
marriages lasted at least 10 years, their benefit is only based on their own earnings record.
While widows today are the largest group of the elderly in poverty, elderly divorced and never-married women have
higher poverty rates (see Figure 6). In part, the reason is that divorce rates and births to unmarried mothers are
especially high among groups that tend to have low lifetime earnings and retirement incomes. But it is also due to
the fact that most of these women are mothers, and child-rearing responsibilities impede their ability to earn Social
Security retirement benefits. A study by Richard W. Johnson and Melissa M. Favreault finds that women ages 65-74
who spent at least 10 years as a single mother were 55 percent more likely to be poor than continuously married
mothers of similar education and ethnicity.6
Figure 6. Poverty Rates of Women Ages 65 and Over by Marital Status, 2012
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Source: U.S. Social Security Administration (2015).
Conclusion
Social Security spousal and survivor benefits were designed to provide a basic old-age income to families in which
the wife had little or no wage employment. Today, very few wives fit this mold, which has diminished the importance
of Social Security family benefits as a source of retirement income. At the same time, changing marital patterns
have reduced the program’s ability to help a large number of divorced and unmarried mothers whose labor market
opportunities are constrained by their caregiving responsibilities. Altering Social Security to address these concerns
would need to overcome significant political and administrative challenges. But it is worth considering whether other
designs would more effectively provide today’s families a basic old-age income after a lifetime of work.
* Steven A. Sass is a research economist at the Center for Retirement Research at Boston College.

Endnotes
1 Spousal and survivor benefit amounts are reduced if they are claimed prior to the recipient’s FRA. Spousal
benefits are also available only when the husband has claimed. When first introduced in 1939, the survivor’s benefit
provided a widow with 75 percent of the husband’s PIA. It was raised to 82.5 percent in 1961 and 100 percent in
1972.
2 Cohort birth years are: Early Depression (1931-35), Late Depression (1936-41), War Babies (1942-47), Early
Boomers (1948-53), Middle Boomers (1954-59), Late Boomers (1960-65), and Generation X (1966-75).
3 The study finds the increased employment of married women reduced the average replacement rate for all U.S.
households, whether married or not, by 4 percentage points from the Early Depression to the Early Boomer cohort.
This reduction in replacement rates has helped Social Security’s solvency (see Munnell, Sanzenbacher, and Soto
2007).
4 Butrica and Smith (2012a).
5 These cohort birth years differ somewhat from the birth years in other studies cited in this brief. The birth years
here are: War Babies (1936-45), Boomers (1946-65), and Generation X (1966-78).
6 Johnson and Favreault (2004).
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